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Given rhe inertias of H and K, hermitian and nonsingular, the precise set 
of possible inertias of HIS is determined. Several consequences are given. 
In [2] it is shown that 
THEOREM A. The square matris -4 is a product of two hermitian matrices ij 
and only ;f -4 is similar to a real n1atri.v. 
RIany spectral inequalities are also given; however, a detailed analysis of 
the inertia of .-I is not given. In this note we determine the possible numbers 
of eigenvalues of -4 with positive real part if --l = HK where H and K are 
hermitian, nonsingular and II ,’ ?I. Several consequences of this determination 
are given. 
If .-I E ,11,.(C), the n ; n comples matrices, we denote by a(=l) the set of 
eigenvalues of -4, and we denote by i+(--I), i-(-4) and &(.-I) the number, 
respectively, of elements of o(d) with positive, negative and 0 real part 
(counting multiplicity). Thus i+(.4) + i-(.-l) + &(--I) = n and \ve designate 
by i(-4) the triple (i+(--l), i-(-4), i,(.4)). F or simplicity, we detine S(p. q, n) = 
~lP+q--~I7IP+q--~l +z I p + q - ft I + 4,..., n - I p - q I] for 
nonnegative integers p, q < II (so that / p + q - n 1 and II - I p - q 1 are 
of the same parity). \\‘e observe for the record that if S is nonsingular, then 
i(P.iS) = q-4) 
and if, further, H is hermitian, then 
i(S*H.S) = i(H). 
If HE .11,(C) is hermitian, then the nonsingularity of H is equivalent to 
i,(H) = 0, which in turn is equivalent to i+(H) + i-(H) = n. 
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\i’e prove two lemmas in advance of the main result. 
L~hrau 1 [j]. Suppose H, KE .11,(C) are hermitian. Then i+(H) = n 
implies i( HK) = i(K). 
Proqf. Since H Y:, 0, it has a positive definite hermitian square root HI ?. 
iye then have, j(HK) = j(H-l.~HK~‘2) = i(Hl!‘KHW) = j(K). 
Lmm4 2. Zf H, K e M,(C) ure hermitian and nonsingular with 
i+(H) = p, i+(K) = q, then 
i+(HK) E {O, 21, if p=q=l 
E{IP+q-?I’ II otherwise. 
Proqf. If p = q = I, then det H, det K ,; 0 so that det HK :r 0. Since 
HK is 1 :.: 2 and similar to a real matris there are three possibilities for 
o(HK): two positive, two negative or conjugate complex eigenvalues. In an! 
event i+(HK) is either 0 or 1. All other cases follow in a straightforward 
way from Lemma 1. 
Our main result gives a precise characterization of the possibilities for 
i(HK) given i+(H) and i+(K). 
THEOREM. (a) Suppose H, K E .11,,(C) are hermitian and nonsingular with 
i+(H) = p and i+(K) = q. Then 
and 
i+(HK) E S(p. q, n) 
i-(HK) E S(tz - p* q. tt) 
i,(HK) E {O. 2. 4 ,..., ti - (I p + q - n I + ( p - q I)). 
(b) Furthermore, if 
i, E S(p- q, n). i2 E S(n - p, q, tt) 
and 
iIl E {O, 2. 4 . . . . . n-(Ip+q-nI+IP-41)) 
sati$v i, + ;L + i3 = n, then there esist hermitian H, K E M,,(C) which are 
nonsingular such that 
i+(H) = P, i+(K) = q, and i(HK) = (il , i, . i.J. 
Proqf. (a) \Ve shall prove the conclusion concerning i+(HK) by induc- 
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tion on n. The remaining conclusions of part (a) then follow from the observa- 
tions that 
i-(HK) = i+(-HAY) 
and 
i,(HK) = n - [i+(HK) + iL(HK)]. 
The case rr = 1 is immediate and the case II = 2 is contained in 
Lemma 2. Now let H, K be i x n, n > 3. Since i+(S-lHKS) = i+(HK), 
i+(S-‘HS-l*) = i+(H) and i+(S*KS) = i+(K), we may assume without loss 
of generality that HK is in any form (attainable by similarity) which we like. 
To facilitate the induction, note that if n = n, + rr?, p = p1 + pz and 
q = q1 + qr , then the algebraic set sum 
1Ve suppose first of all that 
Hk’ = D, 
where D is diagonal (the case of a nondiagonal Jordan form will be covered 
by a perturbation argument). Since H is nonsingular, we may further assume 
by permutational similarity that H may be partitioned so that 
where .-I is k x R and nonsingular for some 2 < k < n - I. Nest, let 
and we have that TDT-’ is lower triangular. If we partition 
(T*)-’ k’T-1 = [; ;;] 
conformably with H, it follows that 
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is lower triangular. Since B - C.-l-‘c”. is nonsingular. a straightforward 
calculation yields that Z = 0. Thus we may conclude that 
.4-i- = D, 
and 
where 
(B - C.-I-‘Cc) Iv = D, 
Since i+(.-l) + i+(B - C-4-T*) = i+(H). i+(-Y) + i+(l’) = i+(K), and 
i+(DJ + i+(D,) = i+(D), the induction step is complete. 
The assertion of part (a) of the theorem is thus proven in the case HK is 
diagonalizable. If the Jordan form of HK is not diagonal, there esists an 
N .I n hermitian matrix A with arbitrarily small Euclidean norm such that 
(H + -1) K is diagonalizable. 
i,(HK) = i+((H + 3) Ii). 
and 
i+(H) = i+( H + II) 
so that the nondiagonalizable case also follows and the proof of (a) is complete. 
(b) The proof of part (b) of the theorem follows from the following 
class of examples: 
ES.AAIPLE. \i'e let 
so that 
Denote by RI; the direct sum, R t,Ts R (31 ... 131 R, of k copies of R and b> 
lr,: the direct sum, lW+3~ Ll*l.z~ ... l,zs IF, of k copies of II’. For permutation 
matrices P and Q and 2k $ N, define 
H = R, + PT(Z,, 1.3 - I,,*) P 
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where p1 + pZ + 2k = n = q1 + q2 + 2k. Now, given p, q < 11 and 
4 E qp, Q? n), iz E S(a - p, q, n) 
i3 E (0, 2, 4 )..., ‘I - (I p + q - n I + I P - q 1)) 
such that i, + iZ + ia = n, n-e may choose k, p1 , p, , q1 , q2, P and Q SO that 
p = k + PI = i+(H), 
q = k + q, = i+(K), 
and 
i+(HK) = l-1 , i-(HK) = i2 ) i,(HK) = ;J . 
IVe thus conclude that any triple (i+ , i- , i,) satisfying the constraints of 
part (a) and i, + i- + iO = II is attainable. 
\\‘e conclude by deducing some corollaries concerning i, from the theorem. 
The first is of particular interest (since it generalizes a problem suggested b! 
RI. RIarcus which inspired this note) and we give a second proof based on the 
Ostrowski-Taussky-Schneider generalization of Lyapunov’x theorem [4, 61. 
C’OROLLARY I. Suppose H, K E .lf,(C) are hermitian and that i+(HK) = n. 
Then i+(H) = i+(K). 
First proof. Hand K are nonsingular since i+(HK) = tz. By the theorem, 
n E S(p, q3 n) may occur only when p = q or i+(H) = i+(K). 
Second proof. Since .li = HK IS positive stable (i+(M) = n), it follows 
from Lyapunov’s theorem [4. 61 that there is a positive definite hermitian 
GE .lIJC) (a’+(G) = n) such that 
or 
G-11 + .lZ*G = I 
or 
G(KH) + (HK) G = 1 
(GK) H + H(GK)* = I. 
By the Ostrowski-Taussky-Schneider generalization of Lyapunov’s theorem 
[4. 61, it follow that 
i+(L) = i+(H), 
where L = GK, by virtue of H being a hermitian solution to 
LS t- .YL” = I. 
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However, it follows from Lemma I that i+(L) = i,(K) and we conclude that 
i+(H) = i+(k’) as was to be shown. 
By similar means we ha\-e 
COROLLARY -7. Suppose H, K E X,,(C) are hermitian and nonsingular and 
that i+(HK) = 0. Then i+(H) + i+(K) = n. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose H, K E M,,(C’) are hermitian and nonsingular and 
that i+(H) = 0. Then i+(HK) + i+(K) = n. 
Remarks. c’. S. Ballantine points out that the theorem of this note ma! 
alternatively he proved using the canonical form for hermitian pencils 
developed in [7j. \Ve ha\-e chosen an independent approach in order to 
highlight the connection with inertia theory given in Corollav 1. =\lso a 
statement similar to (but not identical to) Corollary 2 may be found in [8]. 
Other work from which related facts may he deduced includes [ 1, 31. 
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